INNER PROJECTIONS FROM A BROKEN MAN
A video collection by
DANNY GERMANSEN

Each of these 1min. video-art pieces
are windows into the life of the
estranged people.
Outsiders battling depression and
other mental issues or physical
diseases, while living a life in loneliness
and isolation in our society.
These people are now knocking on your
door and asking to come inside your life,
your mind, your TV, your consciousness.
- Danny Germansen
To stream the video go to
BrujoArt.com/Video-on-Demand-1

contact | danny@brujoart.com
visit us online | BrujoArt.com

”A Semi-Autobiographical
Work of Art inspired by
the life of Danny Germasen”
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“Tales from the Down Below of Society”
“Hornest, Raw & Naked”

“The Product of my Breakdown”

Danny’s short Bio:
Danny Germansen (Born 1976) is a award-wining filmmaker and
video-artist who was raised in a dysfunctional family in a little town
on the west coast of Jutland in Denmark called Ribe.
Playing music most of his teenager years, Danny first started to work
with video and film at the age of 21. His main body of work are
inspired by a life with disability, depression and mental breakdown.
Danny’s early work with films has been used as therapy, a way to
work himself out of a low point in his life from his 20’s up thru his
30’s years of life, where he was suffering from severe depression,
mental agony, isolation and loneliness - Caused by his troubled
childhood with two spinal surgery operations at the age of 9 and 14
which left Danny paralyzed and in a wheelchair. Plus suffering abuse
from a psychopathic father who damage him emotional and mentally
for life and in the same time also experienced neglect from family
and friends.
Those early works that can been seen in the video collection
INNER PROJECTIONS FROM A BROKEN MAN. Is videos that show
emotions and thoughts from a mental breakdown told thru the
media of video.
But Danny does also do other topics as political, social-society and
philosophical related work, muisc and art. Danny’s work has been
shown around the world at festivals and various venues.
Go to Brujo Art Company website | BrujoArt.com - For more info
and to stream films, video-art, and music.
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A video collection by

DANNY GERMANSEN
“Tales from the Down Below of Society”
“The Product of my Breakdown”

visit us online | BrujoArt.com

About the
INNER PROJECTIONS FROM A BROKEN MAN
(Remastered 2022) film Restoration work:
The masters of these video-art pieces and
experimental films are taken from old DV video
tapes.
We have tried to restore the films/videos in best
possible way, but please approach the technical
quality of the restoration with empathy.
I still think these films/videos is an essentiel part
of my complete film/video work and is therefore
re-released digitally in HQ.
- Danny Germansen

More Web Links

Connect on Social Media
FB:

IMDb:

facebook.com/DannyGermansen

imdb.me/DannyGermansen

FB:

FilmFreeway:

facebook.com/BrujoArtCompany

filmfreeway.com/DannyGermansen

IG:

Vimeo:

instagram.com/brujo_art_company

vimeo.com/DannyGermansen

Twitter:

Redbubble:

twitter.com/DannyGermansen

DannyGermansen.redbubble.com

YouTube:

Brujo Art Company:

youtube.com/DannyGermansen

BrujoArt.com

